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PAM McKINLAY, cHRISTINE KELLER WITH JULIA HORSFIELD
It’s Written in your DNA — Or is it?
Popular belief holds that we have a gene for this and a gene for that, but a single gene is seldom 
responsible for a single trait. Rather, traits are much more complex, with many genes and hundreds 
if not thousands of interactions involved, with many small cumulative changes on genes affecting 
health outcomes. The ultimate aim at the forefront of genetics research is to eradicate disease, lift 
people out of poverty and ease suffering.1  The main areas of investigation include: understanding 
variation in the human genome (code), understanding the biology of the genome (structure and 
function of DNA) and understanding the biology of disease.2  
The biology of the genome and epigenome are relatively new fields. In these, the significance of 
three-dimensional structure on chromosomal regions is considered and the effects these have on 
changing the expression of the protein coding genes. Chemical modification of molecules in the 
epigenome control the compact nature of the DNA strand, but a full reading of the genome remains 
as much a mystery as the Rosetta Stone was for almost a century in the 1800s. The task ahead is to 
unlock the syntax and discover the role genetics and epigenetics3 play in our health and wellbeing.4 5 
THE NEW LANDScAPE OF DNA
Julia Horsfield’s research area is the protein complex known as cohesin.6 Her research group looks 
at the components of DNA strands (“noodles” in the nuclear soup) at a molecular level through the 
lens of biochemical experiments using proximity ligation. The lab captures molecular data to reveal 
information about the chromosome’s contours and topological behaviour at the instant of fixation 
for investigation — noting of course that chromosome are fluid and dynamic, flexing and changing 
as they constantly transition between different states (work/ gene expression/protein manufacture 
and cell division). Research into the cohesin complex reveals that it controls DNA packaging within 
the “noodle soup”7 of the cell nucleus. The way DNA strands fold control which bits of a chromosome 
are active, in communication with each other and neighbouring strands, and which bits are not. 8 
Thus cohesin acts as a regulator to control which loops are working in concert, or otherwise, with 
the RNA gene expression machinery and other chromatin modifiers to determine the spatial and 
temporal organization within the cell. Cohesin is also important at the time of cell or DNA replication.
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In the first part of proximity ligation, formaldehye fixes the loops in stasis. They are cut up by 
“molecular scissors” and the ends of the segments are joined together by ligase. When the newly 
joined sections are compared against a standard linear chromosome, it is found that the counterpart 
sequences appear far apart; the ligation means that they must have been adjacent or closer to each 
other when folded or contracted in three-dimensional nuclear space. The conceptual model used 
to explain this is that the chromatin strand forms loops held in place by cohesin, which acts like 
a climbing carabiner. It guides how the chromosome folds into a compact space, but still has the 
ability to freely move when needed. The frequency of these loop proximities are proportional to the 
number of times a particular DNA segment appears in the experimental read-out, and show which 
segments of DNA interact the most frequently.9 The frequency of interactions can be visualised 
in a “heat map”, and reveal Topological Associated Domains (TADs), which are zones of high 3D 
connectivity.10 The analysis of the diagram reveals which loops were in communication with each 
other at the time of fixation and which bits were isolated. Active linked regions are shown in hotter 
colours, e.g., red. This was an area of research explored in the Art and Genetics project.
Figure 1. Diagram of proximity ligation from sketchbook — conversation Julia Horsfield and Pam McKinlay.
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WOvEN IN OUR DNA 
Genetics is the study of heritability. We talk about DNA as the thread of life and of traits as being 
woven in our DNA. The project with weavers Keller and McKinlay naturally lent itself to a textile 
expression. We inherit our genes when we are born, and baby blankets are also an item passed 
down the generations as an heirloom. In the finished piece, Christine wove a DNA baby blanket.
The idea was to use a dye process to mimic what happens to individual chromosomes in the cell. The 
technique of ikat weaving is when the threads woven (warp or weft) are tied and dyed before weaving. 
The technique has appeared in various places on the planet, but historically evolved to mastership 
in Indonesia, Japan and parts of Africa. While in Indonesia the ikat motifs are more often figurative, 
the Japanese style is more geometric, nonfigurative and lineal. The colour choice in Japanese ikats 
is minimal and our choice of only one colour aligns more with the Japanese tradition. In our project, 
we did not tie the warp threads before dyeing, as in resist dyeing techniques. Jun and Josiko Tomita 
describe in their book Japanese Ikat Weaving11 a variation called fukiyose ikat, a technique in which 
the material is dip-dyed. This is similar to the process of dyeing for the warps in Heirloom.  
Twentythree individual warps (our 23 pairs of chromosomes) were carefully laid out and measured 
on Christine’s footpath before looping. The intersections of the loops were then marked with red 
dye in the dye bath. The warps were folded onto the loom in pairs, creating 46 sections. The areas 
Figure 2. Heat map from Julia Horsfield’s research.
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of red marks spaced along the straightened warps now revealed the interactions which had been 
occurring between the sequences amongst the neighbouring loops, as previously packaged in the 
dye bath (our noodle wool soup/cell nucleus). The final woven piece mimicked both the appearance 
of a “heat map” and the ikat form of weaving. 
The colour red is one we found often used when researching the active linked regions of the heat 
maps. As Christine is from Hamburg and red and white are the colours of that city, that gave us 
another reason to choose this colour. Christine writes about her weaving process:
It was a great joy to work with the theoretical framework and set of numbers provided to me by 
the science, and then see what would happen. When folding the warps on the loom, I assigned 
the number "1" to the pair in the middle of the loom and "23" to the two edges. While weaving 
I realized that chromosome number nine was too narrow. I had made a mistake and therefore 
caused a mutation in chromosome nine. Also as threads in the chromosome sixteen broke. I 
needed to do some genetic editing there. I chose to use fresh genetic material – an option I had 
just learnt about on Radio National. The selvedge on the blanket did not work out as smooth as a 
weaver wishes for, and that meant to me that the person related to the blanket might have some 
gender issues – interesting … For presentation of the piece, I needed to find the solution for the 
different length of the warp ends and made them into wild long tassels. I googled that changes 
on chromosome number sixteen could cause thalassemia,12  an inherited blood disease, and for 
me it was clear what they meant – tasslemania. I surely have it!
Figure 3. Composite image of dyeing process. Our cohesin loop-model experiment used red dye to mark the areas of contact 
where the cohesin molecule complex would be. When laid flat, the relationship on the lineal warp to the compacted or folded 
state of the chromosome was revealed. 
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Figure 4. Composite image of Christine Keller weaving , work in progress.
Figure 5. Heirloom, installation view, 
rear view showing tassles.
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Figure 6. Heirloom – installation view, front view showing "heat map".
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